
PRE-NSY HHW (1-9)

Name : ____________________ Class : Pre Nursery

HOLIDAYS !!   HOLIDAYS  !!! HOLIDAYS !!!!

Holidays are the best time of the year,
Time to shout, clap and

cheer!!! Jump about and have
lots of fun, Enjoy treats in tons

and tons!!! Plan a trip, go around
and explore, Be it mountains or

the sea shore!!! Playing or cycling,
whatever you do , Museums &
mountains can be visited too!!!

Try cool recipes with your
grandparents too, Experiments

and projects to be done by you!!!

JESUS’ SACRED HEART SCHOOL
DX-1, SOUTH CITY, LUDHIANA



PRE-NSY HHW (2-9)

Instructions for the Parents:-

* Spend quality time with your child.
* All the mentioned work /assignment should be creative and conducted

under parental guidance and in no case should be done solely by the
parents.

* Entire Holidays homework to be submitted on 13th July’2018.
* The summer holiday homework will be graded by the teacher.
* All the contents and the craft work should be well labeled and should

be sent to school in a handmade folder.

Oratory skills:- Kindly make your ward learn the presentation lines
pasted in the diary for the upcoming presentation.

 Encourage them to take care of “Personal Hygiene
by inculcating the following habits:

 Brushing teeth twice daily
 Combing hair regularly
 Bathing everyday
 Washing hands before and after meals.
 Trimming the nails and keeping them clean

 To develop “Fine Motor Skills” let your child indulge in
activities like:
 Mashing Potatoes
 Rolling Chapatis
 Shelling out peas
 Zipping and unzipping
 Buttoning and Unbuttoning
 Opening and closing the bottle cap / tiffin lid
 Turning pages of a Book
 Squeezing bath sponges
 Watering the plants using spray bottles



PRE-NSY HHW (3-9)

 Colouring Fun (HOUSE)
Colour the house with bright and beautiful colours.



PRE-NSY HHW (4-9)

Colour it.



PRE-NSY HHW (5-9)

Colour the frame and paste a photograph (Postcard Size) of
yourself in the School Uniform.

On THE First Day of My School

I WAS
………………………………..………………

Happy Sad                 Scared          Worried          Curious

COLOUR ANY ONE EXPRESSION



PRE-NSY HHW (6-9)

Make a Colourful Hand Print BUTTERFLY
: Butterfly Butterfly Flutterby Flutterby :



PRE-NSY HHW (7-9)

 Colour me.

The Wise OWL

 Paste pencil shavings & bring my feathers back.



PRE-NSY HHW (8-9)

Colouring Time (JOKER):

Make the joker happy by cotton dabbing it with
beautiful colours.



PRE-NSY HHW (9-9)

Happy Father’s Day
“A dad is someone who holds you when you cry, scolds you when you break the

rules, shines with pride when you succeed and has faith in you when you
fail….”

 Make father’s day rosette for your father giving him award as a
best Dad on 17th June’18.
 Surprise him by making sandwiches and lemonade in the

breakfast for him with the help of your mother.
Click a picture with your father giving him the rosette and

send it to school.

Visit your grandparents:-
Their love and emotional support is very important. Click snaps with them and paste
them in a handmade album.


